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INTRODUCTION

Natural language conversational systems use computers to converse with humans in a coherent manner. Such systems require 

the computer to participate in multiple rounds of dialogues with the human, for which the computer either generates messages 

or retrieves appropriate messages from existing collections and uses them as responses. In this study, we simplify the task as a 

one-round short text conversation (STC) where the human submits a message (post) and the computer responds with an 

appropriate message (comment) that is retrieved from a large collection of previously gathered post-comment pairs.

Mean retrieval effectiveness of runs

RESEARCH FOCUS AND TECHNIQUE

Basic assumption: If a comment C responded to a post P, then C and P are likely topically related. Therefore, by adding some 

or all terms contained in P to C we can create an expanded comment C’, which hopefully contains more terms related to the 

topic and hence the technique can increase the chance of C being retrieved in response to posts on the same topic. As a result, 

the retrieval effectiveness of STC could be potentially improved.

Related work: document expansion for speech retrieval by Singhal and Pereira reported in the SIGIR 1999.

Test collection: NTCIR-13 STC Sina Weibo collection 

• 4,305,706 comments; 219,174 unique posts. 

• ~13 words per post; ~10 words per comment, after 

Chinese word segmentation. 

• ~24 words per comment after expanding comments 

that responded to only one post.

• 100 test posts, with similar length to collection posts

Baseline Run Expansion Run

nG@1 0.4103 0.4260

nERR@10 0.5445 0.5498

P+ 0.5104 0.5233
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Post-by-post comparison of nG@1 between two runs. The figure 

displays only those posts whose absolute difference is at least 0.5.

EVALUATION RESULTS

Summary
• Results were consistent among three measures.

• Expansion helped 20 posts, hurt 15 post, made 

no difference for the rest 65 posts on nG@1.

• The observed overall improvement is not 

statistically significant (Wilcoxon signed rank test).

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

Our initial analysis revealed the expansion technique helped promote truly meaningful and appropriate comments while also 

incorrectly promoting some of the very generic or extremely short comments. The key is to identify comments that should be 

expanded from those that should not. We are looking into:

• Excluding extremely short comments from expansion as they do not bear much content. 

• Considering the centrality of the cluster of all posts that a comment responded to. 

• Exploring term selection and weighting in expansion.

IR system: Okapi BM25 weights; top 10 comments only.

Retrieval effectiveness measures: 

• nG@1 (normalized gain at cutoff 1).

• nERR@10 (normalized expected reciprocal rank at 

cutoff 10).

• P+.

EXPERIMENT SETUP


